The New Rainbow
Complementary Colours
Part 2

Aura-Soma
Education Day
February 4th
South Croydon

£60

Following the success of the Part 1 in December this day extends the exploration of
complementary colours into the less familiar tertiary colours. As with Part 1 this day will bring
greater sophistication to your colour understanding - complementary colour relationships being
rich and revealing. Come and deepen your core colour understanding in an atmosphere of
friendship, wonder and adventure.

The Inner Petals
This Part 2 day will focus on the inner petals of the Colour Rose, the tertiary colours: turquoise /
coral; royal blue / gold, magenta / olive. These six constitute a newly emerging spiritual
potential, a new rainbow for a new time. These new colours have become increasingly prevalent
as Equilibrium has unfolded over the years. Discover their subtleties, their themes and their
relationships to each other. It will be a fascinating day, deep yet easy to understand. I bring many
practical examples to shine new light onto the role of the tertiary colours.

Find your own Perspective
It is very important for me to blend presentation of theory with a space for personal experience.
You are encouraged to discover your own insights for each of these colour pairs, particularly
through the use of specific combinations of pomanders, quintessences and Equilibrium bottle
layouts. This is a vital and valuable part of the process.

Bring Colour to Life
Overall this will be a day of insight, personal experience and deepening knowledge. We will bring
the Colour Rose to life, understand colour in the round, and see life as an interplay of colours. A
great way to bring colour to your New Year. All are welcome, no previous experience is necessary.
Ensure your place by enrolling now. Price is £60 reduced to £50 if paid in full by January 15th.
Contact me Dominic at dominicyeoman@gmail.com I look forward to hear from you.

